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Reviewer's report:

I appreciate the work that went into the design of this study and its data collection, but I have reservations about publication without some major revision work.

1- Can the s-EMG placements be verified to be on the desired muscles without doing specific muscle testing to verify this? I'm not certain that a single movement MVIC with the isokinetic device is enough to verify the accurate EMG placements.

2-Leads to second problem of high variability of muscle activity across pretty much all the measurements on the tables. Is this a placement issue or a math issue?

3-It would seem logical that higher weight would produce higher muscle activity. It would also seem obvious that an unsteady weight would be still higher activity. When the subjects were able to choose a "constant-moderate exercise velocity” the variability in the timing could have been a stabilizing factor for the unsteady weight. Even using the instruction of "~3sec for each contraction mode" allows for variation timing. Perhaps as high as 0.5 seconds faster or slower, which is a large percentage (16-32%) difference in time, and could therefore be a large difference in speed/unsteady load perturbation.

4- Why in the section (Line 354) do you use the term "neuromuscular activation"? What is different about "muscle activation” as measured by the s-EMG and "neuromuscular activation?" Please clarify your use of the terms.

LINE EDITS AS FOLLOW

Line 35 should read "analyze" not analyzed.

Line 95 should read "kneeling", not kneeling.

Line 161 delete comma between "test"and "that"

Line 163 should specify the use of surface EMG ("s-EMG-electrodes")

Line 177 Change "firstly" to "initially"
By shoulder-extension and arm-extension, do you mean "elevation?" Please clarify as "extension" is a sagittal plane movement for the shoulder.

Delete "better."

Change "at first attempt" to "on first attempt."

Should read "...roughened with sandpaper to remove surface epithelial layers, and disinfected."

Delete "which were triggered by" and substitute "...using visual inspection by..."

Delete the letter "t" between "for" and "shoulder"

"then" should be "than"

Delete comma between "P" and "in all muscles..."

Delete comma between "muscles" and "in".

Delete "reported" and use "registered."

Change "being" to 'which was'

Page 18 Tables - These tables show a very large variability in measurements based on the large standard deviation values, sometimes greater than the base numbers. This is especially concerning given the small sample size (n=16). What is the suspected cause in the large variability? Could this have been caused by s-EMG inaccuracy?

Reword to say "from a lower to higher demand training condition."

The speed of movement would have had an effect. Water movement would be greatest at change of direction (transitions) of movements. Could the movement speed have been better controlled for with the use of a metronome to set a specific pace to be sure that all subjects kept a more accurate pace.

Change "decrement" to "decrease."

Change "contributed" to contribute."

Reverse word order to balance sentence structure "internal/external rotation will decrease lower trapezius activation."

Delete space between "is" and "the"

Change "effects" to effect."
Line 450 Delete "the" before "scapula."

Line 453 Delete "an."

Line 461 Change "independently" to "independent."

Line 469-470 is very awkwardly worded. Please rewrite this sentence to not have double-negative wording, which is very confusing.

Line 480 Change "clearly stated if" to "assumed that."

Line 492 "scapula orientation" implies that you have measured scapular position during the testing, although this is not defined or explained anywhere else.

Line 493 Choose either "weight" or "mass," but not both as it appears redundant.

Line 495 You write that "the ratio of the muscle acting on the scapular orientation (SR)...," but the scapular ratio applies to muscle activity, not scapular orientation of the scapula. Suggest correcting by dropping the word "orientation" from the manuscript altogether.

Line 497 Change "therapists should..." to "therapists can..."

Line 499 Choose either "weight" or "mass," but not both as it appears redundant.
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